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Relay for Life
planning continues

Facilities face same balancing act as departments

By Ann Wilson
Staff Reporter

Third article of budget series examines flow of funds toward personal expenses

Baseball stadium

AASU students and faculty
gathered to discussthe Amer
ican Cancer Society's 2010
Relay for Life of Savannah
Colleges on Oct. 29.
The Relay for Life will take
place at SuperGooseSports
Arena to help raise money
and awareness forthe Ameri
can Cancer Society.
AASU students and faculty
are forming teams to raise
money for the cause and con
tinuing to collect donations
until the relay on March 26,
2010.
Susan Aberson, from the
Registrar's Office, led the
meeting Thursday morning.
The group discussed the
relay and methods of raising
money for the cause.
"Even if you do n't plan on
joining a team, come out and
support the cause," Aberson
said. "There are a lot offolks,
high energy, and it raises
money and awareness."

By Ann Wilson
Staff Reporter

from the AASU budget.
"There's two kinds of stu
Much of the AASU bud dent workers," said Librari
get goes toward some of the an Doug Frazier. "There are
student resources available, a few that are paid with a
on and off campus.
federal program and those
Lane Library has a per aren't part of personal ser
sonal budget of $1,009,302, vices. There are some oth
an operational budget of ers that are paid through
$351,115-56 and a $93,574 institutional work study,
capital fund that goes to and they are paid with per
ward purchasing and up- sonal services."
keeping the books.
The student technology
Several students work in fee paid each semester cov
the librapy that are paid ers the computers available
through The Federal Col in the library.
lege Work Study Program
The mandatory $75 fee
whose salaries do not come also goes to help pay for the

renovation
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The athletic department's high expenditures are in s pite of the fact that it
receives no state funding.
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AASU shoots 75th anniversary celebratory photo

AASU's dining services will
attempt to set a new Guinness
world record for the largest
food drive by a non-charitable
organization in a 24-hour period.
More students show up at the in
tramural field to form a human "75"
before it's too late to participate.

By Mary Mahoney
Staff Reporter

The College of Educa
tion has been accredited
for more than 20 years,
but must be reviewed ev
ery seven years.
The purpose of the re
view is "not to look for
errors, but to help us im
prove. We're engaged in
continuousimprovement,"
said Dr. Joyce Bergin, as
sistant dean and coordi
nator for the PSC/NCATE

EDUCATION | PAGE 2
Crime Blotter:
Counterfeit $50 bills
seen on campus
By Stuart Grosse
Staff Reporter

Sgt. Peny of University
Police Department (UPD)
escorted a woman to First
Chatham Bank to handle
a counterfeit $50 bill that
was discovered by the
bank on Oct. 22 between
11:30 a.m. and noon.
The woman stated that
she believed the bill came
from petty cash and was
included in the deposit. At
the bank, Peny examined
the bill and noticed that
it had a counterfeit pen
mark that was brown in
color, indicating the bill
was fake.
The bill was yellowish
in color, had a rough tex
ture, and there were no
watermarks or security
thread, all pointing to a
false bill. The woman did
not remember when the
bill was taken in, or who
passed it.
Sgt. Bennet of UPD was
dispatched to the cashier s
office at Burnett Hall on
Oct. 27 at 4:30 p.m. in

CRIME | PAGE 2

Campus Briefs
Sodexo attempts
Guinness World Record

AASU College of
Education prepares for
accreditation review

21, 2010.

competitors

PAGE 7

RELAYI P AGE 2

A joint board of examin
ers composed of members
of t he Georgia Profession
al Standards Commission
(PSC) and the National
Council for Accredita
tion of T eacher Education
(NCATE) will conduct the
accreditation review that
is scheduled for April 17-

Reviews of film festival

Photographers and cameramen use
Photos by Hank Sharpe
Students, faculty and staff form "75" to celebrate the 75th anniversary in 2 010 at the intramural field on Nov. 2.

By Elena Fodera
Staff Reporter

AASU i s turning another
year older. But this time,
it's a special birthday.
Come 2010, the university
will be celebrating its 75th
anniversary-just in time to
coincide with some very ex
citing events in the school's
history.
This fall, the university
inaugurated its first wom
an president, Dr. Linda M.
Bleicken.
In April, the grand open
ing of the brand new Stu
dent Union building will
more than double the size
of the current MCC, and
the new freshman resi
dence hall will house 560

incoming students and will
be ready for move-in day in
August.
A1 Harris, director of
student activities said that
2010 is going to be an im
portant year for AASU.
Organizations and stu
dent groups all over cam
pus, as well as a designated
75th anniversary commit
tee, are working to put to
gether events that will com
memorate the university's
big anniversary, highlight
ing AASU's history along
the way.
January marks the rejease
of the 75th anniversary
logo, which will be featured
on web pages and campus
publications all year.

The Music Department
plans to kick off the 75th
anniversary with a show
case concert in February.
AASU plans to have a unit
in the St. Patrick's Day Pa
rade in March for the first
time in 10 years and will
also be participating in the
Savannah Music Festival.
In April, a time capsule
containing items that char
acterize the canipus expe
rience here and now will
be dedicated to the class
of 2060, to be reopened at
Homecoming 50 years from
now.
A rrumber of other new
and exciting events will
take place over the course
of the year, as well as the

lifts to get a better view.

unveiling of displays on
campus and around town
that will highlight the his
tory of AASU and serve as
Harris said, as "a remind
er to the community how
much Armstrong contrib
utes."
AASU has grown steadily
since its founding as Arm
strong Junior College in
1935> but the past few years
have seen more of a popu
lation increase than ever.
This fall alone, 500 more
students enrolled than in
2008; over half of those
were beginning freshmen.
Harris said this past year
has seen a spike in atten
dance at all student events
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AASU fraternity goes bald to raise money for a cause
By Kylie Horn and
Mike Choromanski
Staff Reporters

"A couple
[brothers]
had or have
Kappa Sigma's Omicron Xi relatives with
Iota chapter set a precedent of breast can
their new "Shave to Save"tra cer, so it hit
dition on Oct 28.
home," Presi
Joining 13 other Kappa dent
Drew
Sigmas statewide, the broth Wilson said.
ers honored the request from
The broth
Columbus State to host a ers showed
fundraiser in October, which their support
is breast cancer awareness by shaving
month, to support research their heads
for finding a cure to the sec after a fiscal
ond leading cause of death of goal had been
women in America.
Photos by Hank Sharpe
met. About a
Tamela Wallis shaves Alex Wickes' head to fight
Justin Styslinger, brother half of dozen Alison Bilak shaves Evan Diebold's
tlead durin9 the "Shave to Save" event
breast cancer during Kappa Sigma Fraternity's
and event chairman, said via of them for
on Oct. 29.
fundraiser.
e-mail that he hopes that the vanous rea
Omicron Iota chapter will in sons, showed
spire other chapters and uni their support by dying their
The brothers will donate too women feel confident pull
versities to do the same.
hair pink in lieu of shaving percent of the proceeds to the ing off," Mesco said, "It's not
"Hopefully with our partici their head.
American Cancer Society.
too big of a d eal for me. Hair
pation we can get other chap
"I can't go home if I [shave
After reaching $500, Alpha grows back."
ters from our fraternity to par my head]," freshman Taylor Sigma Tau member and can
They also received support
ticipate in the state and even Pyeatt said. "We are just try cer,survivor, Luci Mesco, vol from economics professor Dr.
other Greek organizations," ing to get everyone aware of unteered to shave her head.
BALD! P AGE 2
Styslinger said.
what's going on."
"Bald is not a look most

V

Students can help by dropping
off canned goods and nonperishable items at the Dining
Hall, donate cash, or buy a
$10.00 "Helping Hands" bag at
all three locations: the Pirate
Food Court, Quiznos and the
Daily Perk.
t •
For more information contact
Rebecca Borst at 344-2808.
AASU foundation receives
$75,000

The AASU Foundation has
been awarded a $75,000 grant
from the AT&T foundation to
support "Let the Games Begin,"
a two-year outreached program
to help 60 at-risk high school
students in Chatham County
develop introductory computer
skills.
Students participating in the
program will attend a four-day
camp during the summer and
winter break to introduce them
to the program.
"Let the Games Begin" will
teach introductory computer
programming using Alice, free
educational software provided
by Carnegie Mellon University.
The software is designed to
be a student's first look at
programming, allowing them
to learn concepts while creating
animated movies and video
games.
AASU receives $192,595 to
'go green'

AASU received $192,595 from
the National Science Foundation
for freshman chemistry labs
next year.
"Guiding General Chemistry
LaboratoryTowardaGreen
Revolution: An Inquiry
Approach," is designed to
engage freshmen taking general
chemistry in group problem
solving and environment related
issues.
Beginning fall 2010, students
will work on refinement ores,
soil and water analysis, and the
synthesis of nanopartides and
biodiesel.
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Nov. 6: AASU-SCCPSS Future Educators Leadership Conference in Science Center 129 from to a.m.1:30 p.m.

Campus

Where we ask
I you what you think.

Nov. 7: Phi Alpha Delta Annual Law Symposium in University Hall 156 from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Nov. 9: SGA Meeting in Solms Hall 108 from noon-i p.m.
Nov. 10: ASCO Meeting in Science Center 1107 from noon-1 p.m.
Nov. 10: HOLA Lunch and Learn in Solms Hall 108 from noon-r.15 p.m.

Voices on Campus

Nov. 11: International Week Day of Asia screening of a film on Korea in University Hall 156 from noon1:30 p.m.

'If you were to give AASU a gift for its 75th, what would
it be and why?"

Reported by Ariana Miskin
Staff Reporter

BUDGET | FROM PAGE 1
computers and the mainte
nance to keep them up and
running.
Lane Library receives
additional funds from gift
donations. This year the li
brary has between $5,000
and $10,000 in gift money
to support itself.
"We have some money
that comes to us through
the foundation, which is
how gifts to the university
and gifts to the library are
run through the founda
tion," Frazier said. "We get
some money that people
left to us, willed through es
tates, or they're gifted to us
through the years, employ
ee donations and things
like that. We buy some
books with that money, but
it's not from the operat
ing budget. You're looking
at around, this year, in the
$5,000 range."
The AASU Athletic De
partment does not receive
state appropriations, but
instead operates solely on
athletic fees gathered from
eqch main campus student.
The total amount of funds

that the department brings
in annually is $2,277,847.
Personal services take up
the majority of the athletics
department budget, while
operational services pay
ing for things such as office
supplies, maintenance, fur
niture, sports equipment,
uniforms and travel.
"Our internal funding
is capped at the number
of students we have, but
costs have gone up," said
Andrew Carter, director of
the athletics department.
"And we're also capped by
what the state allows us to
charge for that fee. But our
costs have blown up; just
think of the gasoline costs
over the last three or four
years and we're still travel
ing to all the same places."
The
athletic
departmentperates with 25 staff
members and 160 student
athletes and deals mainly
with inter-collegiate sports.
AASU r eceives much of its
recognition through sports
achievements, which puts
stress oh staff members
to present the department

ourselves in their shoes," Wil
BALD | FROM PAGE 1 son said.
This spring the brothers
Richard McGrath, as he too,
will h old another humanitar
shaved his head.
"We do bidsfor people's hair ian project, raising money for
to be shaved," Styslingersaid. Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
"I personally got my faculty also known as Lou Gehrig's
from the economics depart disease.
"We're together in finding a
ment involved and McGrath
challenged me to raise $200 [cure]," Wilson said.
Their $1,000 goal was close
in essentially 24 hours, and I
raised $242 all for him to get to being met, by accumulating
his head shaved."
a total of $768.
Next October the brothers
The Kappa Sigmas also
showed support by decorating hope to be more successful by
themselves in pink; for many reaching out to the police and
of them, their hair dye is per fire departments.
As for the brothers, many of
manent, and it will be left in
them were benefitted on a per
until it is entirelygrown out.
"All together, we are putting sonal level.

as "frugal, but not cheap,"
Carter said.
The Liberty Center is a
satellite campus that pro
vides classes to students
near the Fort Stewart
Army Base. They receive
$321,065 in personal ser
vices, $152,089 operational
services, and $100,000 in
equipment costs, totaling
$573,154The Liberty Center em
ploys 45 part-time faculty
and 4 1/2 full-time; there
are approximately 300
students enrolled in 3,557
credit hours.
Most of the operational
expenditures at the Liber
ty Center go toward office
supplies and maintenance
for the campus' computer
lab, student access centerand biology lab.
Fees that help run the
center are the mandatory
$75 fee and the technology
fees to use the equipment.
Additional revenue is
gained through lab fees, if
a student has a class that
uses it.
The Armstrong Center

reference to a counterfeit
$50 bill. When he arrived,
he spoke, with an AASU
employee, who said that
a man came in to pay his
wife's parking tickets and
boot fee.
Among the cash he pre
sented was a $50 bill. The
employee tested the bill
with a counterfeit pen, and
the markings turned black.
She said that the male did
not appear to be aware of
the counterfeit and imme
diately gave her a credit
card to pay the fees.
The man said he had just
gone out to lunch and was
given the bill as change at
the restaurant. The note
was mailed to the United

States Secret Service along
with a counterfeit note re
port.
A woman contacted UPD
on Oct. 22 between 12:25
p.m. and 12:57 p.m. to in
form them that she had left
her book bag on the trunk
of her car and drove off.
Peny searched the parking
lot but did not find the bag,
which was later turned in
at the Sports Center.
The bag contained $70 in
cash, a wallet with a driver's
license and various books.
When the owner came to
collect the bag the next day,
she claimed that there was
$120 in cash missing from
the bag but elected not to
file a police report.
A woman came to UPD
headquarters on Oct. 23 to

For the final installment of
this budget-focused series,
look for next week's edition
of The Inkwell.
To catch up with the series,
check out our archive online
attheinkwellonline.com.

"A better bus for the tennis team
because the tennis team has two
back-to-back NCAA Division II
championships."
Britt Worrell, psychology,
sophomore

"A place where students don t have to
go off campus for entertainment like
bowling, skating or a movie theater."
Falon Collins, speech pathology,
freshman

"A bigger library to provide more
capacity to hold pnore people to
study."
Joann Wilson, psychology,
sophomore

"A boy soccer team because we
need more hotties at this school."
Ashley Slade, physical therapy,
freshman

Get more opinions at

www.theinkwellonline.com

Six by Six

Six students answer in six words.

"How would you celebrate AASU's 75th Anniversary?"

Photo by Hank Sharpe
Kappa Sigma's Omicron Xi Io ta chapter raised $768 toward its goal of
$1,000 for the American Cancer Society.

"I always knew it wasa really
bad disease, [but] research ed
ucated me on different aspects
of it," said Michael Evans, vice
president of Brotherhood De
velopment.
Mesco rec ounted her expe
rience working with the frater

Relay for Life of Savannah
Colleges.
"Relay for Life is the
American Cancer Society's
signature fundraiser that
has saved 90 lives a day
since it's begun. It's definite
ly on track to eliminating
cancer and giving hop e to
those battling the disease,"
Broeck said.
AASU is only one of th e
Photo by Hank Sharpe
colleges participating in this
Susan Aberson, left, discusses about how to raise money for the cause during the Relay for Life meeting on Oct.. 2 9.
year's Relay for Life.
So far, 10 of S avannah's
"The American Cancer So
RELAY! F ROM PAGE 1 ciety is close to everyone's local colleges have orga
Aberson's team for the '10 hearts," said Whitney Maxwell, nized teams and are coming
Relay for Life is named "Pirates a new member of Tri-Sigma. up with ways for collecting
"We're trying to get a team to money.
for Life."
"Greek life, sports events,
The entrance fee is $10 and gether to help out the commu
charity
theater shows, what
nity
because
Tri-Sigma
is
very
those interested can choose to
involved
ever
students
and organiza
in
the
community
and
join an existing team or create
tions
can
do
to
that
suits their
it's
a
fun
thing
to
do."
their own.
personality,"
Broeck
said.
Students look for more cre
Prizes will be given to the
She
added
that
Chatham,
individuals and teams who ative ways to gather donations.
collect the most money for the Activities su ch as bake sales, Liberty, Effingham and Bry
relay and all donations will go car and pet washes, raffles, giv an counties also have Relay
toward the American Cancer ing gift cards and bagging gro for life teams.
For additional informa
ceries for tips are being consid
Society.
tion, contact Susan Aberson
Organizations such as SSS ered.
Susan.abefson@arm(Tri-Sigma), Physical Therapy
Additional funds will be col at
and Zeta Phi Beta have created lected through donation cans strong.edu or visit t he Re
lay for Life web site htt p://
teams to help raisemoney. The placed in public areas.
goal set for the Savannah Col
Victoria Ten Broeck is the main.acsevents.org.
Community Manager for the
leges is $30,000.

CRIME! F ROM PAGE 1

overlooks four separate de
partments: Continuing Ed
ucation, Videoconferenc
ing, the Armstrong Center
and the Center for Justice.
The External Affairs de
partment, located at the
Armstrong Center, receives
$1,251,458 of the budget
money, with $1,066,765
going to personal services,
$180,717 for operational
expenditures and $3,976
for travel.
"The External Affairs
office is over everything
from the foundation, how
we manage scholarships,
building relationships with
the community and alumni
affairs," said Dr. Wynn Sul
livan, director of the Arm
strong Center.

report that a laptop had
been stolen from her ve
hicle. She stated that the
previous day, at approxi
mately 1:45 p.m., she left
her car running with the
doors unlocked as she
ran an errand. When she
came back five minutes
later, the laptop which
had been on her seat was
gone.
A man left his iPhone
on the bench near the
clubhouse at Compass
Point on Oct. 23 at 7:30
a.m. When he returned at
9:30 a.m., the phone was
missing. He tried to call
the phone several times
but stated he thought the
battery was dead.

nity during "Shave toSave."
"The gentlemen of Kappa
Sigma were very supportive;
they thanked me for my con
tribution and were a delightful
organization to interact with,"
Mesco said.

"I didn't know Armstrong was 75."
Bonnie Lawless, sports medicine,
graduate student

"I would give out free food."
Jonas Boyd, theater, senior

"Give all students the day off."
Vann Deikrut, liberal studies, freshman

"Make ita great Aimstrong experience."
Hansel Leon, graphic design,
junior

"I would have a big party."
Lydia Fleming, communication
sciences, senior

"Just kick it with AASU friends."
Zach Corliss, physical education,
.
sophomore

Do you agree? Or are they way off? Visit www.theinkwellonline and click the
Campus Life tab, then weigh in with your opinion on this week's topics.

751 F ROM PAGE 1

as well as notable growth in
participation in student or
ganizations on campus.
"It's an exciting time
for the university," Harris
said, noting that the rate
of growth in our school's
popularity gives way to
some major changes in the
"attitude, environment and
culture on campus."
The events planned for
AASU 75th year aim to cel
ebrate those changes, com
memorating the universi
ty's history.
Monday's 75th anniver
sary photo shoot kicked off
the beginning of the festivi
ties. A crowd of over 250

students, faculty and staff
gathered to form a huge,
human 75 for the picture,
which will be featured on
the anniversary homepage.
Brenda Forbis, director of
marketing, and communi
cations, who organized the
event, said she was pleased
with the turnout for the
photo shoot. Students of
all kinds came to the shoot
in their maroon Celebrate
t-shirts, along with several
Greek organizations and
clubs.
"We even had each of the
[sports] teams here today
as well," Forbis said.
Members of several cam-

pus organizations collabo
rated to make the photo
possible.
After the shoot was ac
complished a great cheer
rose from the crowd in true
Pirate fashion.
"It was fun to see every
one get together for the
picture," said sophomore
Dominic Harrell. "I was
glad to be a part of it."
That sort of pride in be
ing part of AASU is a feel
ing that many here on cam
pus share, and one that
only seems to be growing
stronger as the university
approaches its historic an
niversary.

EDUCATION! F ROM PAGE 1 parents', graduates, and creditation process but dc
Institutional report.
All University System
schools with teacher prepa
ration programs go through
an accreditation process.
The accreditation review
is "a rather extensive self
study," Bergin said.
It involves analyzing the
programs, gathering data
on the results of students'
certification exams, assess
ing fieldwork, verifying fac
ulty credentials and exam
ining resources. It reviews
all aspects of an educator
preparation department in
the University System of
Georgia (USG).
The information collected
is gathered into an 85 page
report and submitted to
NCATE in January 2010.
Federal law requires any
school in the continuing
accreditation process to ac
cept public comments.
Both NCATE and AASU
recognize the importance of
reviewing the thoughts.
By receiving public com
ments "the agency gets a
feel for the program from

any people linked with this
program," Bergin said.
Gathering opinions of
people affected by the Col
lege of Education is only a
small part of the accredita
tion process.
Bergin and Dean Patricia
Wachholz of the College of
Education said the point of
reviewing the public's opin
ion is to identify 'anything
people want more focus on,
to look at areas that need
improvement, and to hear
positive feedback.
"The purpose of the visit
is to step back and see the
big picture, to take a look at
us broadly," Bergin said.
The accreditation re
view focuses on evaluat
ing resources, identifying
strengths and weaknesses
in the program, developing
plans for improvement, and
ensuring that all programs
are of the highest qualify.
"Our aim is to produce re
flective practitioners," Wa
chholz said.
Bergin and Wachholz
said there is a great deal
of cost involved for the ac-

not know how much will be
spent.
Wachholz said the monej
comes from the state budgel
through the Ellen Whitford
vice president of academic
affairs.
After the accreditatior
takes place, NCATE anc
PSC "will not tell us what tc
do, just give recommenda
tions," Wacholz said.
"It reinforces the things
that are helping our stu-'
dents, and the strengths oi
the program. It also plans
for improving and changing
programs to meet students
needs," Bergin said.
Anyone interested in sub
mitting a letter on behall
of AASU should do so b)
Dec. 31. NCATE asks thai
comments address matters
that relate to the quality 01
the education programs al
AASU. Anonymous letters
will not be read.
All testimony should be
sent to the NCATE Boarc
of examiners. AASU wif
receive copies of the letters
prior to the review.

t
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EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

Why it matters

No longer an
island unto itself

By Luke Farmer
Web Editor

AASU is not a small
school anymore. Now that
the school is fast approach
ing its 75th anniversary and
• the 8000+ student mark,
it may be time to consider
how we want to see the fu
ture of AASU laid out..
Maybe we can spend vast
amounts on a terrible foot
ball team.
No, you're right, that's
probably not the best idea.
But more involvement in
the community would be a
great place to start. As the
university grows, so does its
impact on the surrounding
area, and it is greatly ben
eficial to the entire south
side of Savannah that there
is a mid-size-and-growing
public university smack in
the middle of it. It provides
jobs, brings in population
and beautifies the area.
It's not a one-way street,
however. The community
affects us, like when a re
cession hits and people re
alize they need to go back
to school and our enroll
ment goes up. AASU has
much more to offer than
that, though. The school
has a unique and beautiful
city around it with a rich
cultural scene for its size.
The Savannah Film Festi
val is a good example. It's
nationally renowned and a
major event every year, but
AASU h as little if anything

to do with it. Of course,
SCAD takes on a big role,
which is to be expected, but
that's no reason for AASU
to be uninvolved in the pro
cess.
Sponsoring
cultural
events of all shapes and
sizes is an important func
tion of a local university. It
raises the overall quality of
its surrounding environ
ment as well as its public
standing. When AAStPs
reputation as a high qual
ity and far-reaching insti
tution with a range of di
verse activities and options
grows, so does the value of
your degree.
In the last few years, the
school has ramped up its
efforts to build that kind of
reputation with the commu
nity, but it needs to redou
ble its efforts even in light
of b udget cuts, because the
schools that do will come
out ahead in the long run.
They'll attract better stu
dents, better faculty, better
public and private support
and their community will
benefit with their success.

Luke Farmer's views are his
own and do not necessarily
represent those of
The Inkwell Editorial Board.

Know 'value' of college degree
The Inkwell Editorial Board

Students, faculty and
staff gathered on Monday,
Nov. 2, to spell out "75" in
celebration of AASU's anni
versary.
The university has
gone through many
changes in the last
seven and a half
decades—the most
obvious of those is
the name change
from Armstrong Ju
nior College—and
reflecting on those
changes
makes
one wonder what
the next 75 will
hold.
The transfor
mation AASU
is still under
going is clear
to
almost
anyone on
campus.
The direc
tion
in
which ed
ucation
is headed
is slight
ly more
subtle,
but the
clues are
there.
A cen
tury
ago,
institutions
of
higher
learning were
seen as places to
gain knowledge sim
ply for knowledge's sake.
Although to gain admit
tance to some professions
required a college degree,
after completing four years
of college, a man might say

he had been taught how to
think as opposed to mem
orizing what he should
know.
In the 1980s, the rule was
that one had to have a high

Knowledge for the sake of
knowledge is becoming
a naive antiquity of a less
enlightened time.
school diploma to get a job.
Now a bachelor's degree
is seen as the necessary tool
to gain employment.
At the presidential can
didate forums in April,
Dr. Linda Bleicken said,
"I think • the most impor
tant attribute that we can
provide for the students is
to make their degree more
valuable in ten years than it
was in the year they gradu
ated."
College is an investment
in our future, we're told.
Teaching future genera
tions and healing them are
noble professions and also
two important programs at
AASU. Bleicken's comment
above referenced her belief
in strengthening the uni
versity's relationship with
community health profes
sionals.
The nation-wide rising
costs of higher education
have made it necessary to
call the thousands of dol
lars we spend on degrees an
investment. When we spend
the money for the sake of a
career, the price seems jus
tified.
Online universities and
degree programs are pop
ping up everywhere and

pressuring traditional uni
versities to churn out nurs
es, scientists and teachers
at the same rate.
Liberal arts colleges have
been threatened ever since
the first person asked,
"English major! What
are you going to do with
that?"Knowledge for the sake
of knowledge is becoming
a naive antiquity of a less
enlightened time.
In the next 75 years, in
formation will stand at our
fingertips due to developing
technology and will eventu
ally cause us to question
what the point of education
even is, if anybody can go
to ask.com and see how to
perform an appendectomy
or diagnose a skin rash.
We will no longer read
the great works of litera
ture that taught people how
to feel empathy for humans
they have never met.
There's no salary in know
ing how to do that.
We won't be motivated
to better ourselves for the
good of humanity.
People with fewer scru
ples make more money.
Humans take pride in be
ing enlightened and hold
ing the ability to reason a
step or two above the ani
mal psyche.
The steps American so
ciety has been taking to
ward learning only in order
to make heaps of money
moves us backward in this
scale. In 75 years, it looks
like we'll be back in the
greed mentality of the sur
vival instinct.
That's pretty far from en
lightened.
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SPORTS

Week of November 5,2009

Nov. 6: Volleyball vs. Francis Marion 3 p.m.
Nov. 7: Volleyball vs. UNC Pembroke 6 p.m.
Nov. 6-8: Soccer at PBC Soccer Tournament @ Blancard Woods Park Evans, Ga.

Check online for coverage of women's
tennis at the Baylor Inivtational and Landings
Invitational as well as Michele Remlinger
receiving the PBC Player of the Week.

Pirates volleyball goes undefeated over weekend against PBC foes

Marina Marinova spikes the ball during AASU's match against USC Aiken on Oct. 31.

Photos by Stephen Berend

AASU wins ninth straight game defeating USC Aiken
By Margo Rose
Staff Reporter

The Pirates gave the home
crowd a scare on Oct. 31 with
a very slow and non-team ori
ented start to the match but
pulled it together against the
Pacers of the University of
South Carolina Aiken (USCA)
to win in four sets 25-23, 2516, 22-25, and 25-10.
The first set opened with
simple mistakes and a lack of
communication bythe Pirates,
which placed them down 5-0.
AASU head coach Will Con
don had seen enough and im
mediately called atimeout. He
could be overheard telling his
team that they were too fo
cused on themselves and not
thinking of each other.
Condon's message took
some time to sink in as the Pi
rates continued to trail in the
set until 17-17.
Finally the Pirates started to
work„together. Sisters Kristin
Standhardinger and Kathrin
Standhardinger set up each
other for numerous points for
AASU.
AASU took their first lead
of the game at 23-22. But it
didn't last long. A bad serve
by AASU went out of bo unds
and brought the score back to
23-23.
With pressure caving in on
the Pacers, a simple return
slipped through their setter's
fingers and hit her right on
her head giving AASU the set
25-23The second set started off a
little better, but the Pirates still
started out down 2-0, and the
score was kept very tight with
no team gaining more than
three points over the other
until AASU went up 11-7.
AASU took a commanding

Photos by Hank Sharpe
From left, Brendyce Budd and Michele Remlinger jump to defend while Lander's Magi Nottingham prepares to spike
the ball on Oct. 30.

Remlinger sets new school record as Pirates rout Bearcats
By Kendall Jackson
Staff Reporter

Amy Birkemeier gets an easy dig during the Pirates match with USC Aiken.

lead from then on, winning
25-16 in the second. The Pi
rates seemed to be in control
of the match with a two-set
lead.
Ironically in the third set,
the Pirates started with a lead.
Then back-to-back service er
rors from each team kept the
set pretty tight.
Michele Remlinger and
Kathrin Standhardinger col
lected several kills each in this
set. But when communication
broke down for AASU, USCA
was able to take advantage
and ended up beating the Pi
rates 25-22 in the third.
The loss in the third forced
the Pirates to come together

and focus for the fourth set.
And focus they did as AASU
was able to hold the Pacers to
only 10 points, beating them
25-10.
Finally, with a relieved smile
on hisface, Condon comment
ed on the play of the Pirates in
that match.
"I think the team could have
definitely made a little less
mistakes today. Each player
was focused on their individ
ual self and not the team as a
whole," said Condon.
"In the last set, they defi
nitely came together as a
team, and it showed. I hope
that theycontinue to workthis
hard in the next game."

Match results for Oct. 31
AASU de f. USC Aiken

3-1

25-23 25-16 22-25 25-10

Individual leaders

Vs.

Marina Marinova -13

Kills

Kristin Standhardinger - 46

Assists

Casey Howett -13

Digs

LindseyMortenson-15
Lauren Cedeno-20
Samantha Lukralle -15

Senior Michele Remlinger
hit .846, with 11 kills on 13
attacks in the Pirates' 3-0 vic
tory over the Lander Bearcats.
Remlinger's .846 hitting per
centage topped the previous
.818 record, set in 1992.
The Pirates made it look
easy, beating their Peach
Belt Conference rival in three
straight sets on Oct. 30. The
results of the match were: 2515,25-11,25-17.
Lander led early in the first
off a Pirate service error, but
their lead was short-lived.
With a perfectly hit spike from
Amy Birkemeier, AASU tied
the score at 2-2. Lander failed
to regain the lead or force a tie
for the remainder of the set.
The Bearcats' only sign of
life came in the form of junior
Melissa McCracken. A kill
from McCracken gave Lander
two consecutive points to get
them within two at 9-7.
The Pirates wereable tohold
the Bearcats off and went on
a 7-1 run before Lander head
coach Carla Decker h ad seen
enough and called a timeout.
However, AASU's onslaught
continued out of the timeout.
Dig, assist, spike and score;
that's how methodical the Pi
rates were for the entire game,
and it was rare to see them
stray from that formula.
Kristin
Standhardinger's
impressive assist skills pro
vided her with an advantage
in the form of an element of
surprise. She pretended to set
up the ball but instead tipped
the ball over for the kill to end
the first set.
Remlinger hit 1.000 on five
attempts in the second set.
Standhardinger set Remlinger

up two consecutive times, and confused and. defeated after
Remlinger capitalized on both Brendyce Budd delivered a
with a spike to the defense's quick spike that put the Pi
soft spot.
rates up 15-9.
It was clear that the Lander
Lander struggled through
Bearcats
had given up due
out the entire second set and
to
AASU's
dominant perfor
the Pirates took full advantage
mance.
The
game ended, fit
of it. Only a few minutes into
tingly,
with
a
kill from Michele
the second set, AASU had al
Remlinger.
ready taken a commanding
Standhardinger notched a
6-1 lead.
game-high
37 assists, which
The Bearcats tried to gather
was
also
more
than the entire
a little momentum as they
Lander
squad.
scored two straight points
"It was the most complete
to make it a 10-5 game. That
game
we've played all sea
momentum was brought to
a stop when the Pirates were son. Also, to be able to play
awarded a point for a ball that that well ag ainst a very good
was ruled out of bounds but team in Lander is a very good
appeared to be in despite the thing," said AASU head coach
Will Condon.
referee's call.
The second set
ended when Mc
Cracken served a
ball that went di
rectly into the net.
Lander's hit per
centage in the sec
ond set took a hit:
-.036.
AASU continued
its dominance into
the third set and
Lander seemed to
have no answer
against how well
its opponents were
playing.
Tlie
Bearcats Mlchele Remiin9er 9°es up for the block against
Lander on Oct. 31.
were left looking
Match results for Oct. 30
AASU de f. Lander

3-0 25-15

25-11

25-17

individual leaders

Vs.

Michele Remlinger-11
Kristin Standhardinger - 37
Torrie Bevolo-15

Kills
Assists
Digs

Melisssa McCracken - 8
Candace LaRocca -13
Ashley Ferry -10

AASU's Pirate Field receives makeover for upcoming 2010 season

Photos courtesy of Sports Communications
With the removal of the chain link f ences near the backstop the field shqpld look more visually pleasing.

By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

rate Field began during the
second week in October
Anyone that has gone by and should wrap up before
the baseball team's field the end of November, well
during the past couple' before the spring 2010 sea
weeks might have noticed son. This was done so that
the fact that there are some there would be no com
renovations currently go plications for the baseball'
ing on.
team.
Construction
on
the
Usually construction like
AASU baseball team's Pi what is going on now takes

place in the summer months
to prevent any interference
with baseball practices, but
since the Athletic Director
Andy Carter didn't start
work at AASU u ntil July 1,
the processes was delayed.
Once the construction is
done on Pirate Field it will
be sporting a new brick
backstop that will be pad

to wait until they could
do the job right as a
whole and not do only
one piece or another at
a time.
The estimated cost of
this project was between
$60,000 to $70,000,
Carter said. Most of
the money was gath
ered through a private
The newly refinished dugouts will have a brick exterior as opposed to the maroon donation the baseball
team received, as well
painted cinder blocks which were on the outside previously.
as fundraising from the
ded, netting behind home more aesthetically pleas baseball team and money
plate and a brick facade ing. Carter said this was to from the program's foun
that will cover the dug help with recruiting since dation account.
outs.
the facilities are usually
Each athletic program at
Originally the concern one of the main things any AASU has its own founda
from the baseball team and recruit is going to look at.
tion account, which is used
the athletic department was
"The field will have a state by that individual program
replacing the old netting in of the art netting that won't in order to fund anything
front of the stands behind have any poles to block the that program might need.
home plate because it was fans view. It will provide a
So far, according to Cart
simply too old and wasn't better visual feel," Carter er, there are other project^
providing adequate protec said.
much like the renovations
tion for the fans that come
Even though the renova to the baseball field that
out to watch baseball.
tions.were a little more ex are being considered, but
Secondary to the safety pensive than the originally nothing is in the works yet.
of the fans, the other con estimated costs, Carter ex
cern was to make the field plained that it was better

^8e5 |Sp0"s __
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victory in PBC Tournament over UNCP

Pirates' Plunde
AASU Sports Trivia, previews arid more

By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor, sports.inkwen@gmail.com

AASU Sports Trivia
1.) Who leads the AASU volleyball team in hitting per
centage?
2.) What player leads the volleyball team in blocks per
set?
3.) Can you name the player who leads AASU in assists
per set?
4-) Michele Remlinger broke the AASU record for best
hitting percentage with a minimum of 10 attempts. But
who held the record previously?
5.) When was the last time that AASU lost to Lander .
in volleyball?

Photos by Hank Sharpe
rou"f of the P8C Women's Soccer

Two goals from Kristin Burton and one from Morgan
Pirates Mitchell helped the Pirates remain undefeated at
eated the No. 7-seeded UNC Pembroke Braves 3-0. AT&T Field for the entire season.
v'3'the No- 2-seeded AASU

Check your answers at the bottom of the page.
First Round PBC Tournament results for Nov. 3
AASU def. UNC Pembroke

4

Nov. 6

Shots

6

Shots on Goal

2

4

Corners

3

3

Fouls

9

AASU soccer returns to NSCAATop 25 Poll
NSCAA/adidas Division II Ran kings
(As of 11/03/2009)
Rank School

W-L

Points

Prev

1

West Fla.

17-0-0

25

1

2

St. Rose

19-0-0

24

2

3

Grand Valley St.

17-0-2

23

3

4

Metro St.

19-1-0

22

4

5

West Chester

16-1-1

21

5

6

Columbus St.

15-1-3

20

7

7

West Tex. A&M

13-2-2

19

9

8

Rollins

13-1-2

18

8

9

Cal St. L.A.

15-2-2

17

16

10

Northern Ky.

16-2-0

16

10

11

Carson-Newman

15-2-1

15

11

12

Bridgeport

14-1-3

14

13

13

Fort Lewis

16-2-2

13-

12

14

Incarnate Word

14-2-3

12

15

15

Florida Tech

14-2-1

11

17

16

California (Pa.)

15-4-1

10

25

17

Seattle Pacific

14-3-1

9

6

18

Cal St. Dom. Hills

12-6-0

8

RV

19

Franklin Pierce

15-3-1

7

22

20

Bellarmine

13-2-1

6

20

21

Armstrong Atlantic

12-3-3

5

NR

22

Colorado Mines

17-3-0

4

RV

23

Neb.-Omaha

13-4-1

3

NR

24

Kutztown

13-4-2

2

14

25

North Ala.

17-2-1

1

RV

OTHERS RECEIVING VOTES: UCSan Diego, MinnesotaOuluth, St. Edwards, Quincy (III.), Indiana (Pa.), MassachusettsLowell, Tusculum.
DROPPED OUT: No. 18 UC San Diego, No.19St. Edward's, No.
21 Tusculum, No. 23 Massachusetts-Lowell, No. 24 MinnesotaDuluth.

She plays tennis like none other
Sophomore Sona Novakova

,, _. . .. . „
.
Photos by Tabetha Hardy
(Left) Kristinia Pascutti dribbles past the Flagler defense to set up a cross. (Right) Erin Holt places a goal in the
back of the net past Flagler keeper Christie Reutjer on Oct. 29.

By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

AASU
hosted
Flagler
College in this season's fi
nal Peach Belt Conference
(PBC) sponsored "Kick for.
the Cure" match on Oct. 29.
The teams used specially
designed pink Select soccer
balls and pink warm-up jer
seys.
These two teams were
originally supposed to play
each other on Oct. 14, but
due to the weather and poor
field conditions the match
was moved to another date.
The game looked like a
hard-fought match and end
ed with a close finish. Then
in the second, the Pirates
opened up an insurmount
able lead to take a lopsided
5-0 victory over the Saints.
AASU head coach Eric
Faulconer attributed the vic
tory to any number of play
ers who are able to score at
any moment.
"This team can score and
score quick when they are
focused. It is probably one of
their best assets," he said. •
With the win, AASU

clinched at least a second
When the second opened
place finish in the PBC and up, the Pirates came out fir
improve their record to 12- ing on all cylinders. Only five
3-3 overall and 8-2-0 in the
minutes into the half, Bur
league. Meanwhile, Flagler ton was able to set up Erin
slips to 8-7-1 overall and Holt for an easy goal that the
4-4-1 in the PBC with the
keeper had no chance at off
loss.
a give and go from Kristina
In the first half, the Pirates Pascutti.
attempted to strike early as
In the 59th Burton had
Kristin Burton placed a ball ; a chance to put the Pirates
into the box off a corner kick up 3-0 when Pascutti was
that saw Saint keeper Chris fouled in the box; Burton
tie Reuther make a miracu placed the penalty kick off
lous save.
the post.
However, AASU wasn't
Then in the 60th and 63rd
able to get many good looks minute Pascutti hetted two
at the goal, and most of their goals of her own. The first
shot chances came off of cor happened after she inter
ners.
cepted the goal kick from the
Then in the 30th minute keeper and beat her one-onErin O'Rourke was able to one; the second coming after
collect the ball after an er Pascutti placed one just past
rant clearance from the Fla Ruether with an assist from
gler defense to the top of the Morgan Mitchell.
box, which she placed at the
Faulconer was definitely
far post to beat Reuther and happy with his team's efforts
give the Pirates a 1-0 lead.
in the second half.
Even with a one-goal lead,
"They played well once
Faulconer felt his team they settled down and got
needed to pick it up a bit and possession of the ball back.
play with more purpose. The It helps when you're not
Pirates were out-shot by the having to chase the ball,"
Saints, 5-3 in the first.
Faulconer said.

Vs. Francis Marion
Last time AASU played them •
Oct. 2 W 3-1
Record as of Nov. 3: 11-16
(3-8 PBC)
Nov. 7

Vs. UNC Pembroke
Last time AASU played them
Oct. 3 W 3-0
Record as of N ov. 3:10-18
(1-10 PBC)

The Pirates look to try and take
their first PBC Championship in
the program's history.

Match results for Oct. 29

By Emily Rice
Staff Reporter

The AASU women's tennis
team is full of strong, competi
tive athletes. One in particular
is Sona Novakova.
Novakova is a powerful as
set to the tennis team. She is
the reigning two-time NCAA
Division II women's singles
champion.
Besides being an excellent
singles player she also excels
in doubles with her partner,
Gabriella Kovacs.
Novakova is known for hav
ing a great forehand that she
uses against her opponents on
the hard courts when she has
the opportunity.
She was born on Feb. 18,
1989, in Slapanise, Czech Re
public, and is in her sopho
more year at AASU.
After obtaining the singles
title this year, she also went
on to win the ITA Super Bowl,
which earned her a spot in the
ITA National Intercollegiate
Indoor Championships on
Nov. 5-8 in New Haven, Conn.
Being the reigning two-time
Division II women's singles
champ is definitely something
of which Novakova is rather
proud.
"I stayed undefeated in Di
vision II which was one of my
goals for this semester, she
said.
Novakova values the team s
succcess more than obtaining
her personal goal.
"Since tennis is not an indi
vidual sport in college, team
accomplishments feel better
because we practice together,
do all the hard work together,

On the horizon
Volleyball:

Vs.

23

. 12

Pirates soccer cruises past Flagler in final home match

4

AASU def. Flagler 5-0

Morgan Mitchell shows off her vertical win
ning a hea der aginst Flagler on Oct. 2<t.

Photo courtesy of
Sports Communications

so winning together is a great
feeling."
She has great team spirit
and loves winning with her
Lady Pirates. She and the
team have many goals that
they have reached so far this
fall and hope to continue to
succeed in the spring as a
team.
The Lady Pirates tennis
team feels the affects of Novakova's accomplishments.
Her fellow teammates are
proud of her and they all
come together to celebrate
her accomplishments.
As a whole, the team gets
pumped up whenever one of
their players do well; it helps
them stay focused on future
successes.
Each time someone on the
team accomplishes some
thing great, like Novakova,
they work harder and hard
er.
Novakova and her team
mates will continue to work
hard since they have the pos
sibility of getting a three-peat
as NCAA Division II National
Champions in the spring.

Vs.

0

8

Shots

8

6

Shots on Goal

3

8

Corners

3

10

Fouls

12

No. 2-seeded AASU will face off
against No.3-seeded Lander in
the semifinal round of the PBC
soccer tournament on N ov. 6.

AASU sends teams to Flag Football Championships
Gucci, Coalition and H.A.M. play in state competition
By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

The 26th annual Geor
gia Collegiate Flag Football
Championships were held on
Oct. 23-25 and hosted by the
University of Georgia. AASU
sent the teams of Gucci, Co
alition and H.A.M. to rep
resent the school in Athens,
Ga.
There were a total of 26
men's teams and 13 wom
en's teams, as well as some
co-recreational teams repre
senting a variety of schools
from all over Georgia.
Most schools send their
top two men's teams and top
women's team in order to
compete in the games that
are held each year at differ
ent host sites in Georgia.
Gucci beat Coalition for the
men's intramural flag foot
ball championships at AASU
and H.A.M. won the women's
side on Oct. 19.
Unfortunately for H.A.M.
they faced some seriously

stiff competition in group
play and were unable to make
it out of their group into the
knock-out rounds.
Coalition was only able
to do one better than their
female counterparts. Af
ter making it out of group
play, they dropped their first
round match against a team
representing Kennesaw State
University, losing by only
one point.
Doing the best out of the
three teams, Gucci was able
make it all the way to the
semi-finals. In the semis,
they faced off against a team
from Georgia Southern Uni
versity only to suffer a 19-12
loss.
It wasn't a total loss for the
teams that went to Athens as
Gucci was awarded the Men's
Sportsmanship Award. The
award is voted on by the tour
nament staff and officials and
given out, like its name im
plies, to the team that shows
the best sportsmanship dur
ing the tournament.

Associate Director of Rec
reation and Wellness Sam
Axley was proud of the teams
that represented AASU.
"They all did a very good
job at representing Arm
strong. It's nice to be com
petitive and very good sports
about it too," he said.

If the Pirates win they will
move on to the finals o n Nov. 8
against the winner of the GCSU
vs. Montevallo match.

AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1.) Kathrin Standhardinger leads the team and the
PBC with a .400, having netted 285 kills with 51 errors
on 585 attacks.
2.) Averaging just under one block per set (0.96), Mi
chele Remlinger leads the Pirates by having 94 blocks in
98 sets played.
3-) With 10.10 assists per set Kristin Standhardinger
leads the Pirates and ifj second in the PBC.
4.) Cindy Pound set the previous record in 1992 by
getting nine kills on 11 attacks with no errors.
5.) The Pirates lone loss to the Bearcats came in 2007
as AASU has dominated the series, going 26-1 against
Lander.
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Nov. 8: AASU's Department of Art, Music & Theatre pays tribute to lifelong Savannah musician, composer and educator J. Harry Persse with the 18th annual J. Harry Persse

Memorial Concert at 3 p.m. at Sacred Heart Catholic Church, 1707 Bull St., 31401. Admission is free. Donations to the J. Harry Persse Music Scholarship Fund accepted.

ARTS
&
ENTERTAINMENT

Nov. 10: The AASU Percussion Ensemble and Jazz Combo presents its fall concert at 7:30 p.m. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. General admission is $6.
Nov. 12: The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents an art gallery reception for "Viaje Andina 2009: Art Inspired by Northwest Argentina," a student study-abroad

art exhibition, at 5:30 p.m. in the AASU Fine Arts Gallery. Admission is free.
Nov. 12-15: The Masquers present "The Art of Murder." Performances are at 7:30 p.m. except on Nov. 15, when the performance will be held at 3 p.m. in Jenkins Hall Theater.

General admission is $10. Students presenting valid PirateCard will be admitted free.

Savannah Film Festival: a celebration of film for all walks of life
Bv Dashiell Coleman
Staff Reporter

As the coastal autumn
breeze swept Broughton
Street in front of Trustees
Theater on Halloween night,
the Savannah Film Festival
sprang to life once again. In
side the theater's doors, an
anxious congregation of film
buffs watched as the opening
scenes of Oren, Moverman's
"The Messenger" ushered in
the festival's return.
Now in its 12th year, the
popular event has returned
with more charm than ever
before. People from all walks
of cinematic life—including
professional
filhimakers,
students, film journalists and
silver screen veterans—have
Photos by Harik Sharpe
assembled in Savannah to
The
Savannah
Film
Festival
drew
a
crowd
at
Trustees
Theater
on
Halloween
for
a
screening
of
"The Messenger."
participate in the weeklong
festival. The Savannah Film
TTiTVT':;::
Festival has a lot to write and Hollywood," said Jen his BFA in
ef
home about with events such Yamato, an entertainment visual
as screenings of probable writer and the former senior fects, With
Oscar contenders like "An editor at Rotten Tomatoes ers returned
Education" and "The Hurt who flewin from Los Angeles to SCAD to
Locker" to a showcase of the to cover the event. Although pursue an
cinematic ambitions of local seasoned in film festival cov MFA.
"This time
college students. The fes erage, Yamato has found an
I Woody Harrelson (left) and Ben Foster were just two of
tival also features a variety uplifting uniqueness about around,
to the names on the festival's expansive guest list,
of workshops, including a the Savannah Film Festival. wanted
"There's a real feeling that take some
panel discussion on film ed
iting and a young directors this festival is serving both film classes," he said. "Film ' and speak film is somewhat
forum with producers Barry its local supporters and its and video are really what got out of my comfort zone," he
Rosenbush and Tony Mark. student population in a very me into visual effects in the said, "so it's really gratifying
to have my first student film
first place."
Perhaps most importantly, enriching way," she said.
Finalists in the competi project be so well received."
Aspiring student film
the festival boasts star-stud
The bumper contest was
ded after-houfs parties and makers from the Savannah tion get to see their bum
sunrise coffee get-togeth College of Art and Design pers—films less than a min the brainchild of SCAD film
ers—a g reat opportunity for (SCAD), the festival's host, ute in length—screened and television professor Mi
chael Chaney, who had seen
Savannah's young artists to are offered the chance to during the festival.
Withers collaborated with many a bumper featured in
network with industry pro throw their own cinematic
three other students to de various other film festivals
creativity into the mix.
fessionals.
Graduate student Stephen velop the bumper "Frames,", he's attended over the years.
"No other film festival
"Any time I see a student
achieves this much synergy Withers is a finalist not once and he created "The Magic
film on screen I feel like a
between its local community, but twice in the "Break into of Film" on his own.
"Taking classes with film proud parent," he said. "I
its student filmmakers, visit the Spotlight" Student Bum
per Contest. After earning majors who live, breathe feel this immense pride and
ing independent filmmakers

joy—that's a wonderful ex
perience."
Chaney also hosts the fes
tival's 8 a.m. "Coffee Talks,"
where participants discuss
festival ' happenings over
coffee and doughnuts. He's
been involved with the Sa
vannah Film Festival for
each of its 12 years.
"A very different vibe oc
curs at the Savannah Film
Festival," he said. "There's
more of a n attitude of shar
ing and community than at
other festivals."
In addition to the finalists
of the "Break into the Spot
light" Bumper Contest, the 11
films by students from across
the country are screening as
part of the festival's profes
sional competition.
Evan Watkins, who gradu
ated from SCAD in May, is
seeing his work premiered
on the big screen. His short
film, "The Fakers," is be
ing featured alongside films
from students from as far
north as New York City's Co
lumbia University and as far
west as the University of Cal
ifornia in Los Angeles. "The
Fakers" took all three quar
ters of Watkins' senior year
to complete, and although
he's a contestant in the com
petition, he's just happy to
have his work showcased.
"I'm not emotionally in
volved in the competition
aspect of the film festival,"
Watkins said. "Winning any
thing is just a feather in my
cap. I'm not too hung up on
it. All in all, I just hope that
my little film brings a bit of
joy to people. If I get one
laugh, then I've done my job
right."
One feature film in this
year's lineup holds a spe

cial place in the heart of
Savannah and SCAD. The
documentary film "45365"
was produced and directed
by brothers Bill a nd Turner
Ross, both SCAD graduates.
The film captures the dayto-day mechanics of what
younger brother and current
SCAD student Alex Ross
called, "a small American
town, in every sense of the
term."
"It's showing what you
would see if you've gone
back home after a long time
and experienced other plac
es," said Ross, who was able
to help his brothers film the
documentary in his home
town of Sidney, Ohio, during
his time off from school.
The film won the presti
gious Grand Jury Award for
a feature documentary film
at this year's South by South
west film festival in Austin,
Texas. It's also the first film
independently produced by
SCAD alumni to achieve a
national theatrical release.
"We never could have
imagined the good for
tune that would come to us
through our work," director
Bill Ross said, "but we didn't
seek it out, either. This has
always been about creating
for the sake of fulfilling a
personal need, not seeking
recognition. We're honored
to be coming back to Savan
nah."
Unique in its lack of ex
clusivity, the Savannah Film
Festival has evolved into a
buffet of cinematic excel
lence waiting to be devoured
by local film fans who find
themselves starved for vari
ety.

Weddings, jerks both have places at Collaboration Models' fall fashion show Online Updates
By Joseph Peters
Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gniail.com

During last semester's
fashion show in the MCC,
the Collaboration Models
(CM) had to turn people
away at the door to comply
with fire codes. This year
they secured the Fine Arts
Auditorium for their fall
fashion show. The venue
change paid off.
"We had a really nice
turnout," said Cierra Boyd,
CM vice president. "It
was good last year,
but this year was even
better because of the
venue."
CM is a studentrun group that
collaborates
to put on a
fashion show
once per se-r
mester. This
year's incarna
tion is a step up
from years past
because, accord
ing to Boyd, "We
actually have guys
now."
"We lived up to our
name," Boyd said. "It
can be difficult at first
because it's a bunch of
different individuals
with different back
grounds—some catch
on quicker than others,
but they're all great."
"From what I hear, a lot
of people enjoyed it," said
Melissa C. Williams-Adams,
CM's president. "The wed
ding scene was popular. A
lot of people said, 'Oh, that
was so cute!"'
"I heard a lot of good
things about the wedding
scene," Boyd said. "It had a
lot of personality."
Both Boyd and WilliamsAdams also highlighted the
"Jerk" scene as a popular
one.
"The jerk scene was the

one for the guys," Boyd
said. "They came up with
the ideas."
"It was six guys and two
girls," Williams-Adams said.
"The two girls were dressed
in hoodies and jeans, the
guys were nerds making fun
of them. Then, at the end,
they were like, 'Whoa, you
guys are girls—and you can
dance.'"
Though many members
of CM have been with the
group for a while, the
fall fashion- show also
featured several new
members. While the
show
ultimately
went well, the
cast faced sever
al challenges.
"I lost a lot
of sleep in the
process," Boyd
said.
"Nervous
ness, of course,"
Williams-Adams
said.
"Anytime before
any fashion show
has that chaotic ten
dency," Boyd said. "We
try to keep each other
on our toes... I guess it's
a relationship-builder,
because you get to see
other people in their
chaotic moments."
The group managed to
come together through
the chaos and challenges.
"We got the job done,"
said Boyd. "The crowd loved
it."
CM tries to put on one
fashion show per semester,
and they're always looking
for'new members.

CM is holding a meeting on
Monday, Nov. 9, at 8 p.m. in
Ashmore Hall Room 119. The
group can be reached via e-mail
at collaboration.models@gmail.
com.

Continuing coverage of arts
and entertainment in the AASU
community can be found at
theinkwellonline.com.
This weekend's updates:

Preview of J. Harry Persse
Memorial Concert
Persse, a noted Savannaharea musician, was a professor
of music at Armstrong State
College from 1952-81, before
the college changed its name
to AASU.

Continuing coverage of
the Savannah Film Festival
Photos by Stephen Berend
Crystal Jefferson receives finishing touches before taking the stage during the Collaboration Models' fashion show.

Think Movies will be updated
throughout the week to
include interviews with cast
and crew involved in the
festival.

Preview of Gunslinger's
Nov. 9 show
The Nashville-based indie
band brings their metal
stylings to the Sentient Bean.

Coverage of Geekend
Preview of "The Art of
Murder"

Left: Jeremy Brown acts like a jerk. Right: Kenny Manuel Lopez and Kelsey Trudel groove like they're married.
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Feature films competition's diverse lineup offers
teenage love to apologetic war veterans
'Dear Lemon Lima' 'Bomber'
'Mercy'
'Love Hurts'
••••• ••• i
••••
••••

Robot Invasion everything
Captured! By Robots

This Saturday, the Jinx features
a truly unique performance:
Captured! By Robots, a band
consisting of Jason Vance and
a group of musical robots. It
sounds like a bad horror movie
on paper—in practice, it rocks.
Vance programs all of the
robots before taking the stage,
and a Captured! By Robots
performance is an interesting
one, to say the least. It might
foretell the future of the music
industry. Be sure to catch them
on Nov. 7. Tickets are $10 in
advance and $12 at the door.

Who Done It?
"The Art of Murder"
AASU's Masquers theatre
troupe presents "The Art of
Murder,"a murder mystery
centered around a cast of four
and a special piece of art. The
play is Masquers'third of four
this semester.
"I've always liked murder
mysteries," said Dr. Peter
Mellen, the play's director.
The show will be performed
Nov. 12-14 at 7:30 p.m. and
Nov. 15 at 3 p.m. in Jenkins
Hall Theater. Admission is free
with PirateCard. •

Geeked Up
This weekend's Geekend is a
bit pricey—$40 for student
admission to all Geekend
events—but appears well
worth the cost of admission.
Speakers at the event include
David Carson, one of the most
influential graphic designers
of our generation, and Major
Nelson, the public face of
Microsoft's Xbox division.
Check it out Nov. 6-8.

Stay Home

"You're Welcome,
America—A Final Night
With George W. Bush"
First appearing on Broadway
and later as an HBO special, this
one-man show starring Will
Ferrell is a great way to learn
about what went down during
George W. Bush's eight years in

By Kevyn Arnott
Staff Reporter

By Joseph Peters
Arts & Entertainment Editor

"Mercy" is a powerful
film written by and starring
Scott Caan as Johnny Ryan.
The film was shot without a
budget because the financier
backed out last minute, and
only through many favors—
and Caan's money—did it
ever see the light of day.
For the film's first 15 min
utes, it a ppears to be a chick
flick, but at minute 16 the
script systematically crushes
any preconceived notions the
film may have put in the view
er's mind. It grabs the viewer
by the ear and refuses to let
go. Overall, it's an exception
ally chilling tale of love de
parted. It's puzzling why the
film has yet to be picked up
by any movie studio.
The short film that pre
ceded "Mercy," "Love and
Road Kill," is derived from a
play by the same name. Di
rected by John David Allen,
the short is a witty, insightful
look at society and the over
all removal of upper-class in
dividuals from real life.

Somewhere
between
"Bomber" is a complex,
"Juno" and "Napoleon Dy emotionally involved com
namite," "Dear Lemon Lima" edy that depicts a suburban
tells the story of Vanessa English family on a holiday
(Savannah Wiltfong), a half- trip through Europe. Con
Eskimo outcast at an Alaskan flicts break out between the
private school who rallies her emotional protagonist and
fellow misfits for the school's his snarky, steel-nerved fa
annual Snowstorm Survivor ther as they drive through
competition.
the country on the father's
The graphics in the film's secret mission: to apologize
opening credits are fantastic, to a German village for his
and the film as a whole feels raids during World War II.
like a worthy addition to the
Masterful cinematography
"cute high school indie film" and artful performances send
genre. The script maintains audiences on an adventure of
its innocence while tack humor and sorrow. The deli
ling more serious issues and cately crafted and incredibly
shifts from unapologetically demanding dialogue touches
cute to darkly comedic with watchers at their core, invok
ease. Wiltfong's love affair ing uproarious laughter and
with
geek-turned-playboy more than a few heartaches.
Philip is especially fun.
The elegant short preced
"Me, You, A Bag and Bam ing the film, "Underwear,"
boo," the short preceding follows two senior citizens in
"Dear Lemon Lima," is just parallel apartments commu
as sugary-sweet as the fea nicating their love with un
ture. The bright colors and derwear notes and a laundryalluring visuals—especially line. The short proves that
the robotic father and son- nothing says, "I love you"like
gave the short an irresistible an ink-spattered silk bra that
allure.
says, well, "I love you."

By Eric Roberts
Staff Reporter

By Margaret Stone
Staff Reporter

"Love Hurts" guides view
ers through the life of a Brit
ish doctor (Richard E. Grant)
who, with the help of his son,
becomes a small-town ladies'
man after an unwanted sepa
ration with his wife of more
than 20 years. The plot moves
forward with striking authen
ticity. Largely due to Grant's
comedic timing, laughter
resounded in the theater for
the bulk of the film.
Overt symbolism through
out the movie added to the
overall experience. A promi
nent example is the doctor's
dog, who begins to mate sev
eral surrounding dogs long
before the doctor's promis
cuity enters the equation.
The musical short before
the feature, '"That's Magic!"
,told the tale of a mechanic
trying to introduce his son to
a magician. The film uses vi
suals to compare the "magic"
of lovingly throwing a child
in the air to a magician levi
tating.

immbwA
Last word:
Feature films

All four features manage to
bring something drastically
different to the table, but
there's plenty of elements that
they share in common.
First and foremost, the
characters in all four films
are treated as undeniably
human. One consistent point
of emphasis for all of our
reviewers was the authenticity
of the characters on the screen.
"Dear Lemon LimaY'Vanessa
seems a perfect teenage
outcast; likewise, Johnny
Ryan's character runs through
a variety of emotions in a
short period of time in "Mercy,"
but none of his shifts seem
unexpected or forced.
Overall, the features selected
by the jury—regardless of
genre—are of a remarkably
high quality. They're a gift to
Savannah-area movie fans,
who often have to travel to see
the best underground films.

Animation competition entries share
THIS WEEKEND'S SCHEDULE
common themes, variety of perspectives THURSDAY, NOV. 5

. By Daniel Amrhein
Staff Reporter

This year's professional an
imation competition boasts
seven diverse films. Visually,
"The Mouse That Soared,"
"Pigeon: Impossible" and
"Skylight" share the most in
common, being most similar
stylistically to a Pixar movie.
"Elkorja An' Kafe" ( English:
"Chicory 'N' Coffee"), o n the
other hand, is a CGI film with
a radically different aesthetic.
The character's designs ap
pear to be carved from wood
yet retain an innately cartoonish quality.
• "Gerald's Last Day" utilizes
stop motion animation in ad
dition to a limited use of t ra
ditional 2-D techniques. The
stop animation was enjoy
able, despite a few visible wire
armatures showing through
the clay.
"I Am So Proud of You"
juxtaposes traditional 2-D
animation with photography
and live action film, creating
an indescribable visual ex
perience. The only other 2-D
short, "Horn Dog," displays

a sketchy, colored pencil aes
thetic.
Surprisingly, a number of
the shorts demonstrate low
brow elements, including
slapstick and toilet humor.
Five of the films have ani
mals as main characters,
most of wh ich are anthropo
morphic.
Nearly all of the shorts

Of special note is "The Mouse
That Soared," which touches
all of the bases: wonderful
animation, original plot and
hilarious content.
deal with darker subject mat
ter. This darkness, however,
doesn't stop the shorts from
having a strong comedic na
ture. Even "I Am So Proud of
You," a somewhat dark explo
ration of inevitable death, has
countless laugh-out-loud mo
ments.
Death is an important
theme in the majority of the
shorts. It is used for comedic
effect in "Skylight" and "Horn
Dog," and it is present in the

reflections of a famous flying
mouse in "The Mouse That
Soared." "Gerald's Last Day"
is the story of one dog's strug
gle to escape his death, while
"I Am So Proud of You" is the
story of Bill as he tries to come
to grips with the death of fam
ily members and his own mor
tality. In "Elkorja An' Kafe,"
the protagonist must lose his
wife before he realizes how he
truly feels about her.
Overall, the majority of the
shorts are excellent. The co
medic timing expressed by
their creators is something to
behold. Of special note is"The
Mouse That Soared," which
touches all of the bases: won
derful animation, original
plot and hilarious content.
"I Am So Proud of You,"
however, is by far my per
sonal favorite. Its creator,
Don Hertzfeldt, is a master of
the art. He manages to weave
an incredibly elaborate story,
manipulating the viewer's
emotions from one extreme to
the next in an unprecedented
way.

7:00 p.m. - "Director's Choice" screening at Trustees Theater
9:00 p.m. - "Telstar" at Trustees Theater
FRIDAY, NOV. 6
9:30 a.m. - Student showcase, part one at Trustees Theater
11:30 a.m. - Student showcase, part two at Trustees Theater
11:30 a.m. - "No. 4 Street of Our lady" at Lucas Theatre
2:30 p.m. - "An Unlikely Weapon" at Trustees Theater
2:30 p.m. - "Love Hurts" at Lucas Theatre
7:00 p.m. -"An Education" at Trustees Theater
SATURDAY, NOV. 7
11:30 a.m. -"The Hurt Locker" at Trustees Theater
2:30 p.m. -"The White Ribbon" at Trustees Theater
2:30 p.m. -"Youth in Revolt" at Lucas Theatre
7:00 p.m. - "Precious" at Trustees Theater

Entrants in documentary competition use lens to tell
compelling tales of interesting people, places, ideas
'An Unlikely Weapon'
preview and synopsis

No. 4 Street of Our Lady'

'So Right, So Smart'

•• ••

• ••

By Joseph Peters
Arts & Entertainment Editor

By Margaret Stone
Staff Reporter

By Joseph Peters
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Due to several scheduling
errors, The Inkwell was un
able to write a review of "An
Unlikely Weapon" in time for
our print edition. The movie
will be playing again on Fri
day, Nov. 6 at 2:30 p.m. at
Trustees Theater. The Inkwell
will be sending a reviewer.
The movie itself tells the
story of Eddie Adams, a
maverick photographer who
caught five decades of grim re
ality with his lens. The viewer
is taken on a journey through
time, watching Adams' pho
tography evolve alongside
humanity itself.
"Eddie Adams is a hero
to me," said director Susan
Cooper in an interview with
Buzzine. "Here was a man
who was not interested in
self-promotion; instead he
wanted to make the world a
better place...It would be my
hope that the audience would
be inspired by Eddie Adams
and realize that they too can
make a difference with their
work."

"No. 4 Street of Our Lady"
is the poignant tale of Francisca Halamajowa, a PolishCatholic woman living in
Germany during World War
II. At first glance, she ap
pears to be a Nazi sympathiz
er. Quickly, the viewer, finds
out that this is not the case;
in fact, this woman is hiding
16 of her Jewish neighbors.
"It just showed a lot of
emotion, pain and struggle,"
said Camille Dawkins, a film
major at SCAD.
"I was impressed with the
interviews and locations,"
said Alison Vallecillo, an
other film major at SCAD. "It
was amazing that they were
able to get half of t he survi
vors of that town."
"The pacing was good,"
added SCAD film
major
Mary Mullane. "They didn't
reveal upfront the story line.
The children and the after
math of post traumatic stress
disorder stood out to me the
most."

"So Right, So Smart" fol
lows in the vein of "An In
convenient Truth" and other
documentaries focused on
the environment. This par
ticular documentary focuses
on Ray Anderson and the
people at Interface, a littleknown carpet tile company
that's a world leader in the
sustainability market.
The graphics used through
out the film are phenomenal,
and the story of Interface's
CEO, Ray Anderson, is inter
esting. The biggest criticism
of the film is its clear bias
towards sustainability and
environmentalism. Sustainability's current popularity is
no excuse to ignore the other
side of the argument.
The short before the movie,
"Welgunzer," tells the tale of
Donald, who intends to trav
el into the future to murder
himself. The short's plot gets
even more ridiculous from
there, and the film commits
fully to its over-the-top sub
ject matter.

'45365'

•• i

By Eric Roberts
Staff Reporter

"45365" is a documentary
showcasing the residents of
Sidney, Ohio. The feature
takes the audience through
the plethora of social events,
elections and chaos within
Sidney's city limits.
The signature documenta
ry-style shooting, painstak
ing pace and lack of complete
narrative structure or artistic
statement may be off-putting
to many audience members,
but beautifully calculated and
composed scenic shots and
intimate encounters with the
local color of th e town bring
a genuine feeling of c onnec
tion and understanding for
the citizenry of area code
45365.
"Lessons in Self-Defense,"
the short preceding the film,
is the touching story of abrief
meeting between a father and
the daughter who resulted
from his last failed marriage.
It becomes apparent that the
insecure daughter's feelings
are driven by greed, and the
emotional strife begins.

THINK0W>
Last word:
Documentaries

Covering a broad range of
topics, the Savannah Film
Festival's documentary
competition is an accurate
representation of the future of
documentary journalism.
The three films we saw
featured a smorgasbord of
tasty visuals, bu t a couple
of them missed key points in
the storytelling department.
"So Right, So Smart's" lack of
dissenting voices took away
from the overall impact of the
story, while "45365"struggled
to put together an actual story.
Still, those films'failures
represented successes in
other facets. "So Right, So
Smart" will be gobbled up
by environmentalists, and
"45365's" greatest success is
its ability to capture the color
of the town it portrays. Fans of
documentaries will be pleased
with the selections.
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J. HARRY PERSSE MEMORIAL CONCERT - November

8

3 p.m. • Sacred Heart Catholic Church
1707 Bull Street, Savannah

Juniors
Jennifer M. Adams
Debra B. Lessard
Katharine Carlson

More Seniors
Fay the E. Medzie
Jennifer Lynn Miles
Donna Anita Mitchell

Kristine Cote

Megan Papierniak
Catherine P.. PersKey
Chelsea Riddle

Caroline Eastman
Daniel Wayne Erik son
Aaron James
Young C. Jang
Jennifer Mckenzie Keener
Jennifer Keim
Jules Quentin- Kennedy

Heather Rachael Ringwald
Richard L. Ringwald
Sabrina Francis Roberts
David Rogers
Timothy James Row'ell

William Michael Lake

Tracey Sandhes

April D. Longworth
Suzanne Maggioni
Boris Makhinson
Nancy Leigh Mallard

Edurne Ruiz Sarmiento
Heather L. Savage

Jessica Leigh Manning
LaQuisha Rasharneen Morris
Cheri Barclay Rivera
Junea Evette Scott
Rodmond L. Singleton
Jennifer Slate

Amanda L. Steel ey
Wendy Lynn Sweeney
Lacey Derase Toole
Lindsey Danielle Toole
Timothy R Williams

Free admission, donations'accepted
Choral music ranging from Baroque Italian sacred music
by composer Francesco Durante
to a new work by Savannah musician Forrest Starling

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE & JAZZ COMBO -

November 10

7:30 p.m. • AASU Fine Arts Auditorium
$6 general admission, AASU students FREE w /Pirate Card
Music by Chick Corea, Ney Rosauro, Darius Milhaud,
Stephen Primatic, and Savannahs own Johnny Mercer

Tickets available
At the AASU Fine Arts Box Office, noon to 3 p.m., weekdays
By phone during box office hours, 344.2801
Online at www.finearts.armstrong.edu/ficketsales.html
Funded in part by the AASU Student Government Association

#AASJ
Department of Art, Music & Theatre • 344.2801

Maria S Agresta Workman

Dedrick Wardell Stuckey. Jr.
Bernice LaTrell Tabner
Samantha L. Thompson
Steven Travis Weir
Seniors

Graduate Students
Loise Pleashan Brinson
Kfisten Antoinette Chapman
William E. Copeland
Gale Ann Dale
Heidi Kmber'.y Ehg
Shenita Ferguson
Desiree Figueroa

Wuraol-a Bukola Afolabi
Robin R Alcorn

Debbie Lee F. Gaskih
Dwayr.ea Golden

Lisa. Mi Allison
Karen S'. A nderson
Maria Cecilia Canlas
Warren Crabb
Ashley Cribbs

Rebecca P. Hayes
NikkiN. Hill '
Hollie Holler
Melissa Ann Johnson

Bessie Diaz Dragan
Tenagne Shiferaw Ejigu
Eafleisha Camille Felder

Dohria M.V. Jones
Zahi R Jurdi
Jaffie's A. LaLl'aht
Victoria Diane Leahy
Lessa Naomi Crosby Leverette
William Arthur Lindblad, III
Susan Stone Moore

Kathleen Hope Flickinger
Amanda Freeman
Desiiee Fusseli
Joshua T. Garr
Crystal Ann Geier

Shirley Minawi Nyepah

Anthony W. Huggins

Rafael Ofopesa
Kristen Peterson She!ton

Julie Johnson
Alisa Kagukina

Betty Davis Stanton

Angela Nicole Hugh

Jessica R Woods/
Alicia P. Workman
Lorilee Wersharn

Richard J. Rrum,Jr.
Jane W. Mbatia

Alumni Members
Elise Marie Rigsby
Heather Leigh Sumner
Faculty and Professional Staff Members
Dr. Catherine Gilbert
Kathy Tech Morris
Dr. Glenda Ogletree
Lynn T. Roberts
L. Russell Watjen

PfiiKappaPhLerg

912.344.2801 (12 noon to 3 p.m., weekdays)
www.finearts.armstrong.edu/ticketsales.html
AASU Jenkins Hall

Funded by AASU's Student Government Association
Connect Savannah is AASU Theatre program's media sponsor

Opnnect

Now Hiring (hourly positions)

THE INKWELL
Spring semester 2010 / Apply by Monday, Nov. 23

Layout Editor

This is a portfolio-building opportunity for an aspiring

graphic designer. Get professional-style production
experience and opportunities to push your skills within
the print medium.
Experience with Adobe inDesign is recommended but
not required. Comfort and experience with InDesign,
Photoshop, and Illustrator are major pluses.
Availability on Tuesdays from 4 p.m. through the
evening for production is required. Self-scheduled
availability on Monday evenings for pre-production
tasks is recommended.
Applicants are encouraged to bring-a portfolio to their
interviews.

Immediate opening
-

Business Manager
You'll get real life experience running payroll and doing
day-to-day business accounting. Help put together our
annual budget and add to your number-crunching
resume. Math background, interest in business manage
ment or accounting are a plus.

How to apply for editor-level positions:

Classifieds
Just a bike ride away!
3b/2br House 13201 stillwood rd -just off largo!
-comfortable home -2 007ft2
-2 car garage! -Jacuzzi/spa!
-large tool shed -Sizable ntertainment area
-open house every Sunday 3-5pm
call agent at Curington Reality
(912)-897-5044

Fill out the Student Leadership Application available
outside of the Student Activities office at MMC Room
210 and return it to their office, or apply online at
http://sa.armstrong.edu/Activities/online_app.html

E-mailf"
chief.inkwell@gmail.com

l

